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in addition to observing the kremlin-sponsored media and other sources, u.s. military personnel
should familiarize themselves with the military academies. past and present russian military

students are frequently interviewed on prominent russian news programs and their views, if not
those of their officers, are often reported. also, students are frequently quoted in books,

monographs, and journals that offer a look at contemporary russian military thinking. although these
sources are less accessible than those sponsored by the russian ministry of defence, they offer
information about potential problems and the type of thinking that is in vogue among russia’s
military elite. the increased activity from the kremlin’s global information operations must be

carefully evaluated. while the kremlin has significantly scaled down its use of social media sites, it is
much more active on other forms of media. as noted, information gained from these sources has to

be balanced with information gleaned from the u.s. military’s own operations to ensure that u.
military forces do not inadvertently provide the kremlin with information that would assist their own

operations. u. military personnel should also understand that, as the former director of national
intelligence and national security advisor, former admiral michael mcconnell, has noted, the russian

view of the world is considerably different than americans. the kremlin does not recognize the
legitimacy of u. domains, such as the united nations, nato, the european union, and the european

union itself. moreover, the kremlin perceives the spread of democracy, human rights, and
globalization as destabilizing forces threatening russian political, economic, and security interests.

recent polling data suggests that increasing support in russia for autocratic forms of government and
leaders who provide direct military and economic support to the armed forces is growing. in putin’s

russia, propaganda and disruption are no longer fringe phenomena. these and other realities are
significant challenges to the ability of u. military personnel to develop credible and effective military

responses to what is becoming a far more contested information environment.
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